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PRECONDITIONING MARKOV CHAIN MONTE CARLO
SIMULATIONS USING COARSE-SCALE MODELS∗
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Abstract. We study the preconditioning of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods using
coarse-scale models with applications to subsurface characterization. The purpose of preconditioning
is to reduce the fine-scale computational cost and increase the acceptance rate in the MCMC sam-
pling. This goal is achieved by generating Markov chains based on two-stage computations. In the
first stage, a new proposal is first tested by the coarse-scale model based on multiscale finite volume
methods. The full fine-scale computation will be conducted only if the proposal passes the coarse-
scale screening. For more efficient simulations, an approximation of the full fine-scale computation
using precomputed multiscale basis functions can also be used. Comparing with the regular MCMC
method, the preconditioned MCMC method generates a modified Markov chain by incorporating the
coarse-scale information of the problem. The conditions under which the modified Markov chain will
converge to the correct posterior distribution are stated in the paper. The validity of these assump-
tions for our application and the conditions which would guarantee a high acceptance rate are also
discussed. We would like to note that coarse-scale models used in the simulations need to be inex-
pensive but not necessarily very accurate, as our analysis and numerical simulations demonstrate.
We present numerical examples for sampling permeability fields using two-point geostatistics. The
Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion is used to represent the realizations of the permeability field conditioned
to the dynamic data, such as production data, as well as some static data. Our numerical examples
show that the acceptance rate can be increased by more than 10 times if MCMC simulations are
preconditioned using coarse-scale models.
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1. Introduction. Uncertainties on the detailed description of reservoir litho-
facies, porosity, and permeability are major contributors to uncertainty in reservoir
performance forecasting. Reducing this uncertainty can be achieved by integrating
additional data in subsurface modeling. With the increasing interest in accurate pre-
diction of subsurface properties, subsurface characterization based on dynamic data,
such as production data, becomes more important.
To predict future reservoir performance, the reservoir properties, such as porosity
and permeability, need to be conditioned to dynamic data, such as production data.
In general it is difficult to calculate this probability distribution, because the process
of predicting flow and transport in petroleum reservoirs is nonlinear. Instead, this
probability distribution is estimated from the outcomes of flow predictions for a large
number of realizations of the reservoir. It is essential that the permeability (and
porosity) realizations adequately reflect the uncertainty in the reservoir properties;
i.e., the probability distribution is sampled correctly. This problem is challenging
because the permeability field is a function defined on a large number of grid blocks.
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The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method and its modifications have been
used previously to sample the posterior distribution. In this paper, we design a two-
stage MCMC method which employs coarse-scale models based on multiscale finite
volume methods.
The direct MCMC simulations are generally very CPU demanding because each
proposal requires solving a forward coupled nonlinear PDE over a large time interval.
The forward fine-scale problem is usually formulated on a large number of grid blocks,
which makes it prohibitively expensive to perform a sufficient number of MCMC sim-
ulations. There have been a few attempts to propose MCMC methods with high
acceptance rates, for example, the randomized maximum likelihood method [19, 20].
This approach uses unconditional realizations of the production and permeability data
and solves a deterministic gradient-based inverse problem. The solution of this mini-
mization problem is taken as a proposal, and is accepted with probability 1, because
the rigorous acceptance probability is very difficult to estimate. In addition to the
need of solving a gradient-based inverse problem, this method does not properly sam-
ple the posterior distribution. Thus, developing efficient rigorous MCMC calculations
with high acceptance rates remains a challenging problem.
In this paper, we show that using inexpensive coarse-scale computations one can
increase the acceptance rate of MCMC calculations. Here the acceptance rate refers
to the ratio between the number of accepted permeability samples and the number
of times of solving the fine-scale nonlinear PDE system. The method consists of two
stages. At the first stage, using coarse-scale runs we determine whether or not to
run the fine-scale simulations. If the proposal is accepted at the first-stage, then a
fine-scale simulation is performed at the second stage to determine the acceptance
probability of the proposal. The first stage of the MCMC method modifies the pro-
posal distribution. We show that the modified Markov chain satisfies the detailed
balance condition for the correct distribution. Moreover, we point out that the chain
is ergodic and converges to the correct posterior distribution under some technical
assumptions. The validity of the assumptions for our application is discussed in the
paper. We would like to note that two-stage MCMC algorithms have been used
previously (e.g., [2, 15, 21, 10]) in different situations.
In this paper, we use a coarse-scale model based on multiscale finite volume
methods. Note that it is essential that these coarse-scale models are inexpensive but
not necessarily very accurate. The main idea of multiscale finite volume methods
is to construct multiscale basis functions that contain the small scale information.
Constructing these basis functions based on the single-phase flow is equivalent to
single-phase flow upscaling, provided the transport equation is solved on a coarse grid.
This method is inexpensive, since the basis functions are constructed only once, and
the transport equation is solved on the coarse grid. The use of multiscale finite volume
methods has another advantage: it can be further used as an accurate approximation
for the production data if the transport equation is solved on the fine grid. For this
purpose, one needs to compute the fine-scale velocity fields from the precomputed
multiscale basis functions and solve the saturation on the fine grid. This provides
an accurate approximation for the production data [12, 13, 1]. Since one can reuse
the basis functions from the first stage, the resulting method is very efficient. We
would like to note that upscaled models are used in MCMC simulations in previous
findings. In an interesting work [9], the authors employ error models between coarse-
and fine-scale simulations to quantify the uncertainty.
Numerical results for permeability fields generated using two-point geostatistics
are presented in the paper. Using the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion, we can represent
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the high dimensional permeability field by a small number of parameters. Further-
more, static data (the values of permeability field at some sparse locations) can be
easily incorporated into the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion to further reduce the dimen-
sion of the parameter space. Numerical results are presented for both single-phase
and two-phase flows for side-to-side and corner-to-corner flows. In all the simulations,
we observe more than 10 times an increase in the acceptance rate. In other words, the
preconditioned MCMC method can accept the same number of samples with much
fewer fine-scale runs.
The paper is organized in the following way. In the next section, we briefly
describe the model equations and their upscaling. Section 3 is devoted to the analysis
of the preconditioned MCMC method and its relevance to our particular application.
Numerical results are presented in section 4.
2. Fine and coarse models. We consider two-phase flows in a domain Ω under
the assumption that the displacement is dominated by viscous effects. We neglect the
effects of gravity, compressibility, and capillary pressure. The two phases are referred
to as water (aqueous phase) and oil (nonaqueous phase liquid), designated by sub-
scripts w and o, respectively. We write Darcy’s law, with all quantities dimensionless,
for each phase as follows:
vj = −krj(S)
μj
k · ∇p,(2.1)
where vj , j = w, o, is the phase velocity, k is the permeability tensor, krj is the
relative permeability of the phase j, S is the water saturation (volume fraction), and
p is the pressure. In this work, a single set of relative permeability curves is used
and k is taken to be a diagonal tensor. Combining Darcy’s law with a statement
of conservation of mass allows us to express the governing equations in terms of the
so-called pressure and saturation equations:
∇ · (λ(S)k∇p) = q,(2.2)
∂S
∂t
+ v · ∇f(S) = −qw,(2.3)
where λ(S) is the total mobility, q and qw are the source terms, v is the total velocity,
and f(S) is the flux function, which are, respectively, given by
λ(S) =
krw(S)
μw
+
kro(S)
μo
,(2.4)
v = vw + vo = −λ(S)k∇p,(2.5)
f(S) =
krw(S)/μw
krw(S)/μw + kro(S)/μo
.(2.6)
The above description is referred to as the fine model of the two-phase flow problem.
For the single-phase flow, we have λ(S) = 1 and f(S) = S. Throughout, the porosity
is assumed to be constant and the permeability is assumed to have the form k(x) =
k(x)I, where I is a unit matrix and k(x) is a scalar function.
The proposed coarse-scale model consists of upscaling the pressure equation (2.2)
to obtain the velocity field on the coarse grid and then using it in (2.3) to resolve the
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Fig. 2.1. Typical fine- and coarse-scale fractional flows.
saturation on the coarse grid. The pressure equation is upscaled using the multiscale
finite volume method. The details of the method are presented in Appendix A. Using
the multiscale finite volume method, we obtain the coarse-scale velocity field, which
is used in solving the saturation equation on the coarse grid. Since no subgrid mod-
eling is performed for the saturation equation, this upscaling procedure introduces
errors. In Figure 2.1, we present a comparison of the typical fractional flows com-
puted by fine- and coarse-scale models. The fractional flows are plotted against the
dimensionless time “pore volume injected.” The pore volume injected (PVI) at time
T is defined as 1Vp
∫ T
0
qt(τ)dτ , where qt is the combined flow rates of water and oil
at the production edge, and Vp is the total pore volume of the system. PVI provides
the dimensionless time for the flow displacement. The fractional flow F (t) (denoted
simply by F thereafter) is the fraction of oil in the produced fluid and is defined as
F = qo/qt, where qt = qo+qw, with qo and qw denoting the flow rates of oil and water
at the production edge of the model. More specifically,
F (t) = 1−
∫
∂Ωout
f(S) vn dl∫
∂Ωout
vn dl
,
where ∂Ωout is the outflow boundary and vn = v · n is the normal velocity on the
boundary. In future analysis, the notations qo, qw, or qt will not be used, and q
will be reserved for the proposal distributions. The proposed coarse-scale model is
somewhat similar to the single-phase flow upscaling [4]. One can improve the accuracy
of the above coarse model by solving the transport equation on the fine grid using the
fine-scale velocity field which can be computed employing precomputed multiscale
basis functions. This makes solving the coarse model more expensive because the
transport update is performed on the fine grid with smaller time steps. However, it
can provide an efficient numerical solver for the second stage of the preconditioned
MCMC method, as we will discuss later.
3. Preconditioning MCMC simulations using coarse-scale models.
3.1. Problem setting. The problem under consideration consists of sampling
the permeability field given fractional flow measurements. Typically, the permeability
field is known at some sparse locations. This information should be incorporated into
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the prior models (distributions) of the permeability. Since the fractional flow is an
integrated response, the map from the permeability field to the fractional flow is not
one-to-one. Hence this problem is ill-posed in the sense that there exist many different
permeability realizations for the given production data.
From the probabilistic point of view, this problem can be regarded as sampling the
permeability field conditioning on the fractional flow data with measurement errors.
Consequently, our goal is to sample from the conditional distribution P (k|F ), where
k is the fine-scale permeability field and F is the fractional flow curve measured from
the production data. Using the Bayes theorem we can write
P (k|F ) ∝ P (F |k)P (k).(3.1)
In the above formula, P (k) is the prior distribution of the permeability field, which
is assumed to be log-normal. The prior distribution P (k) will also incorporate the
additional information of the permeability field at the sparse locations. The likeli-
hood function P (F |k) denotes the conditional probability that the outcome of the
measurement is F when the true permeability is k.
In practice, the measured fractional flow F contains measurement errors. Denote
the fractional flow for a given k as Fk. Fk can be computed by solving the model
equation (2.1)–(2.3) on the fine grid. The computed Fk will contain a modeling error
as well as a numerical error. In this paper, we assume that the combined errors from
the measurement, modeling, and numerics satisfy a Gaussian distribution. That is,
the likelihood function P (F |k) takes the form
P (F |k) ∝ exp
(
−‖F − Fk‖
2
σ2f
)
,(3.2)
where F is the observed fractional flow, Fk is the fractional flow computed by solving
the model equations (2.1)–(2.3) on the fine grid for a given k, and σf is the precision
associated with the measurement F and the numerical solution Fk. Since both F and
Fk are functions of t, ‖F − Fk‖2 denotes the L2 norm
‖F − Fk‖2 =
∫ T
0
[F (t)− Fk(t)]2 dt.
It is worth noting that the method discussed in this paper does not depend on the
specific form of the error functions. A more general error model can be used in
the simulations. We would like to emphasize that different permeability fields may
produce the same fractional flow curve. Thus, the likelihood distribution P (F |k) is a
multimodal function of k with multiple local maxima.
Denote the posterior distribution as
π(k) = P (k|F ) ∝ exp
(
−‖F − Fk‖
2
σ2f
)
P (k).(3.3)
Sampling from the distribution π(k) can be accomplished by using the MCMCmethod.
The main idea of the MCMC method is to generate a Markov chain with π(k) as its
stationary distribution. A key step to this approach is to construct the desired tran-
sition kernel for the Markov chain. In this paper, we use the Metropolis-Hasting
algorithm. Suppose q(y|x) is a general transitional probability distribution, which is
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easy to sample and has an explicit form. The Metropolis-Hasting MCMC algorithm
(see, e.g., [22]) consists of the following steps.
Algorithm (Metropolis-Hasting MCMC [22]).
• Step 1. At state kn generate k from q(k|kn).
• Step 2. Accept k as a sample with probability
p(kn, k) = min
(
1,
q(kn|k)π(k)
q(k|kn)π(kn)
)
;(3.4)
i.e., take kn+1 = k with probability p(kn, k) and kn+1 = kn with probability
1− p(kn, k).
Starting with an arbitrary initial permeability sample k0, the MCMC algorithm
generates a Markov chain {kn}. At each iteration, the probability of moving from
state kn to a next state k is q(k|kn)p(kn, k), so the transition kernel for the Markov
chain {kn} is
K(kn, k) = p(kn, k)q(k|kn) +
(
1−
∫
p(kn, k)q(k|kn)dk
)
δkn(k).
Using the explicit formula of the transition kernel, it is not difficult to prove that
the target distribution π(k) is indeed the stationary distribution of the Markov chain
{kn}. As a result, we can take kn as samples of the distribution π(k) after the chain
reaches the steady state.
3.2. The preconditioned MCMC method. In the above Metropolis-Hasting
MCMC algorithm, the major computational cost is to compute Fk in the target distri-
bution π(k), which involves solving the coupled nonlinear PDE system (2.1)–(2.3) on
the fine grid. Generally, the MCMC method requires thousands of iterations before
it converges to the steady state. To quantify the uncertainty of the permeability field
accurately, one also needs to generate a large number of different samples. However,
the acceptance rate of the direct MCMC method is very low, due to the large dimen-
sionality of the permeability field. The algorithm needs to test many proposals to
accept only a few permeability samples. Most of the CPU time is spent on simulating
the rejected samples. That makes the direct (full) MCMC simulations prohibitively
expensive in practice.
One way to improve the direct MCMC method is to increase its acceptance rate
by modifying the proposal distribution q(k|kn). In this paper, we propose an algo-
rithm in which the proposal distribution q(k|kn) is adapted to the target distribution
using the coarse-scale model. Instead of testing each proposal by fine-scale computa-
tions directly, the algorithm first tests the proposal by the coarse-scale model. This
is achieved by comparing the fractional flow curves on the coarse grid first. If the
proposal is accepted by the coarse-scale test, then a full fine-scale computation will
be conducted and the proposal will be further tested as in the direct MCMC method.
Otherwise, the proposal will be rejected by the coarse-scale test and a new proposal
will be generated from q(k|kn). The coarse-scale test filters the unacceptable pro-
posals and avoids the expensive fine-scale tests for those proposals. The filtering
process essentially modifies the proposal distribution q(k|kn) by incorporating the
coarse-scale information of the problem. That is why the modified method is called a
preconditioned MCMC method.
Recall that the fine-scale target distribution is given by (3.3). We approximate
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the distribution π(k) on the coarse scale by
π∗(k) ∝ exp
(
−‖F − F
∗
k ‖2
σ2c
)
P (k),(3.5)
where F ∗k is the fractional flow computed by solving the coarse-scale model of (2.1)–
(2.3) for the given k, and σc is the precision associated with the coarse-scale model.
The parameter σc plays an important role in improving the acceptance rate of the
preconditioned MCMC method. The optimal value of σc depends on the correlation
between ‖F − Fk‖ and ‖F − F ∗k ‖, which can be estimated by numerical simulations.
(cf. Figure 3.1 and later discussion). Using the coarse-scale distribution π∗(k) as a
filter, the preconditioned MCMC method can be described as follows.
Algorithm (preconditioned MCMC).
• Step 1. At kn, generate a trial proposal k′ from distribution q(k′|kn).
• Step 2. Take the real proposal as
k =
{
k′ with probability g(kn, k′),
kn with probability 1− g(kn, k′),
where
g(kn, k
′) = min
(
1,
q(kn|k′)π∗(k′)
q(k′|kn)π∗(kn)
)
.(3.6)
Therefore, the final proposal k is generated from the effective instrumental
distribution
Q(k|kn) = g(kn, k)q(k|kn) +
(
1−
∫
g(kn, k)q(k|kn)dk
)
δkn(k).(3.7)
• Step 3. Accept k as a sample with probability
ρ(kn, k) = min
(
1,
Q(kn|k)π(k)
Q(k|kn)π(kn)
)
;(3.8)
i.e., take kn+1 = k with probability ρ(kn, k) and kn+1 = kn with probability
1− ρ(kn, k).
In the above algorithm, if the trial proposal k′ is rejected by the coarse-scale test
(Step 2), kn will be passed to the fine-scale test as the proposal. Since ρ(kn, kn) ≡ 1,
no further (fine-scale) computation is needed. Thus, the expensive fine-scale com-
putations can be avoided for those proposals which are unlikely to be accepted. In
comparison, the regular MCMC method requires a fine-scale simulation for every
proposal k, even though most of the proposals will be rejected at the end.
It is worth noting that there is no need to compute Q(k|kn) and Q(kn|k) in (3.8)
by the integral formula (3.7). The acceptance probability (3.8) can be simplified as
ρ(kn, k) = min
(
1,
π(k)π∗(kn)
π(kn)π∗(k)
)
.(3.9)
In fact, (3.9) is obviously true for k = kn since ρ(kn, kn) ≡ 1. For k = kn,
Q(kn|k) = g(k, kn)q(kn|k) = 1
π∗(k)
min
(
q(kn|k)π∗(k), q(k|kn)π∗(kn)
)
=
q(k|kn)π∗(kn)
π∗(k)
g(kn, k) =
π∗(kn)
π∗(k)
Q(k|kn).
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Substituting the above formula into (3.8), we immediately get (3.9).
Since the computation of the coarse-scale solution is very cheap, Step 2 of the
preconditioned MCMC method can be implemented very quickly to decide whether
or not to run the fine-scale simulation. The second step of the algorithm serves as a
filter that avoids unnecessary fine-scale runs for the rejected samples. It is possible
that the coarse-scale test may reject an individual sample which will otherwise have a
(small) probability to be accepted in the fine-scale test. However, that does not play
a crucial role, since we are interested only in the statistical property of the samples.
We will show later that the preconditioned MCMC algorithm converges under some
mild assumptions.
We would like to note that the Gaussian error model for the coarse-scale distribu-
tion π∗(k) is not very accurate. We use it only in the filtering stage to decide whether
or not to run the fine-scale simulations. The choice of the coarse-scale precision pa-
rameter σc is important for increasing the acceptance rate. If σc is too large, then too
many proposals can pass the coarse-scale tests and the filtering stage will become less
effective. If σc is too small, then eligible proposals may be incorrectly filtered out,
which will result in biased sampling. Our numerical results show that the acceptance
rate is optimal when σc is of the same order as σf . The optimal value of σc can be
estimated based on the correlation between ‖F − Fk‖ and ‖F − F ∗k ‖ (cf. Figure 3.1).
Based on the Gaussian precision models (3.3) and (3.5), the acceptance probabil-
ity (3.9) has the form
ρ(kn, k) = min
(
1,
π(k)π∗(kn)
π(kn)π∗(k)
)
= min
⎛
⎝1, exp
(
−Ek−Ekn
σ2f
)
exp
(
−E
∗
k−E∗kn
σ2c
)
⎞
⎠ ,(3.10)
where
Ek = ‖F − Fk‖2, E∗k = ‖F − F ∗k ‖2.
If E∗k is strongly correlated with Ek, then the acceptance probability (3.10) could be
close to 1 for certain choice of σc. Hence a high acceptance rate can be achieved at Step
3 of the preconditioned MCMC method. To demonstrate that E∗k is indeed strongly
correlated with Ek, we compute Ek and E
∗
k for many different permeability samples k
(see the second example of section 4, Figure 4.7, for details of the permeability field)
and plot Ek against E
∗
k in Figure 3.1. We find that the correlation coefficient between
E∗k and Ek is approximately 0.9. If the correlation between Ek and E
∗
k is strong, we
can write
Ek  αE∗k + β.
Substituting this into (3.10) and choosing σ2c = σ
2
f/α, we can obtain the acceptance
rate close to 1 in Step 3. In practice, however, one does not know a priori the
correlation constant α. The approximate value of α can be estimated by a priori
numerical simulations where Ek and E
∗
k are computed for a number of permeability
samples.
The preconditioned MCMC method uses the coarse-scale distribution (3.5) with
the reference fractional flow being the observed fine-scale fractional flow. One can
also use a different reference fractional flow curve in Step 2 of the preconditioned
MCMC method to improve the acceptance rate. In our numerical simulations (not
presented here), we have used the coarse-scale fractional flow corresponding to the
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Fig. 3.1. Cross-plot between Ek = ‖F − Fk‖2 and E∗k = ‖F − F ∗k ‖2.
observed fractional flow as the reference fractional flow in the preconditioned MCMC
simulations. We have observed similar numerical results. Since the coarse-scale frac-
tional flow corresponding to the observed fractional flow is generally not known, we
do not present these numerical results here. However, we note that one can possibly
improve the preconditioning by a careful choice of the reference fractional flow.
The preconditioned MCMC method employs multiscale finite volume methods in
the preconditioning step. If a proposal is accepted by the coarse-scale test (Step 2),
one can use the precomputed multiscale basis functions to reconstruct the velocity
field on the fine scale. Then the transport equation can be solved on the fine grid
coupled with the coarse-grid pressure equation [6, 12, 13, 1]. This approach provides
an accurate approximation to the production data on the fine grid and can be used to
replace the fine-scale computation in the second stage (Step 3). In this procedure, the
basis functions are not updated in time, or updated only in a few coarse blocks. Thus
the fine-scale computation in the second stage of the preconditioned MCMC method
(Step 3) can also be implemented quickly. Since the basis functions from the first-
stage are reused for the fine-scale computation, this combined multiscale approach
can be very efficient for our sampling problem.
3.3. Analysis of the preconditioned MCMC method. Next we will analyze
the preconditioned MCMC method in more details. Denote
E = {k; π(k) > 0},
E∗ = {k; π∗(k) > 0},
D = {k; q(k|kn) > 0 for some kn ∈ E}.
(3.11)
The set E is the support of the posterior (target) distribution π(k). E contains all the
permeability field k which has a positive probability of being accepted as a sample.
Similarly, E∗ is the support of the coarse-scale distribution π∗(k), which contains all
the k acceptable by the coarse-scale test. D is the set of all the proposals which can be
generated by the instrumental distribution q(k|kn). For the preconditioned MCMC
method to work properly, the conditions E ⊆ D and E ⊆ E∗ must hold (up to a zero
measure set) simultaneously. If one of these conditions is not true, say, E ⊆ E∗, then
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there will exist a subset A ⊂ (E \ E∗) such that
π(A) =
∫
A
π(k)dk > 0 and π∗(A) =
∫
A
π∗(k)dk = 0,
which means no element of A can pass the coarse-scale test and A will never be visited
by the Markov chain {kn}. Thus, π(k) cannot be sampled properly.
For most practical proposals q(k|kn), such as the random walk samplers and in-
dependent samplers, the conditions E , E∗ ⊂ D can be naturally satisfied. By choosing
the parameter σc in π
∗(k) properly, the condition E ⊂ E∗ can also be satisfied (see
the discussion below). As a result, we have E ⊂ E∗ ⊂ D. In this case, E∗ is identical
to the support of the effective proposal Q(k|kn):
E∗ = {k; Q(k|kn) > 0 for some kn ∈ E}.
Due to the high dimension of the permeability field k, the support E of the target
distribution π(k) is much smaller than the support D of the proposal q(k|kn) distribu-
tion. For all the proposals k ∈ (D \ E), they will never be accepted as samples in the
MCMC method since π(k) = 0. In the preconditioned MCMC algorithm, the effective
proposal distribution Q(k|kn) samples from a much smaller support E∗, and hence
avoids solving the fine-scale problems for all k ∈ (D\E∗). Suppose that we sample the
posterior distribution π(k) by both the regular MCMC method and preconditioned
MCMC method. For each proposal k generated from q(k|kn), the regular MCMC
method accepts it as a sample with probability p(kn, k) as defined by (3.4), while
the preconditioned MCMC method accepts it with probability g(kn, k)ρ(kn, k), where
g(kn, k) is the acceptance probability (3.6) of the coarse-scale test and ρ(kn, k) is the
acceptance probability (3.8) of the fine-scale test. When g(kn, k) < 1 and ρ(kn, k) < 1,
which is true for most proposals k, it is easy to show that g(kn, k)ρ(kn, k) = p(kn, k).
That is, the two methods accept k as an example with the same probability. In nu-
merical experiments, both methods indeed accept approximately the same amount
of proposals for a fixed number of iterations. However, the regular MCMC method
needs to solve a fine-scale problem for each MCMC iteration, while the precondi-
tioned MCMC method solves only the fine-scale problem when the proposal passes
the coarse-scale test. For all the proposals k ∈ (D \ E∗), they will be rejected directly
by the coarse-scale criteria and do not require fine-scale computations. For each iter-
ation, the preconditioned MCMC solves only the fine-scale problem r time in average,
where
r =
∫
E∗
g(kn, k)q(k|kn)dk < 1.
Note that
∫
D q(k|kn)dk = 1 and g(kn, k) ≤ 1. If E∗ is close to E , and hence much
smaller than D, then r  1. Therefore, the preconditioned MCMC method requires
much less fine-scale simulation while still accepting approximately the same amount
of proposals. In other words, the preconditioned MCMC method can achieve a much
higher acceptance rate for each fine-scale computation.
Next we will discuss the stability property of the preconditioned MCMC method.
We shall show that the preconditioned MCMC method shares the same convergence
property as the regular MCMC method. Denote by K the transition kernel of the
Markov chain {kn} generated by the preconditioned MCMC method. Since its effec-
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tive proposal is Q(k|kn) as defined by (3.7), we get
K(kn, k) = ρ(kn, k)Q(k|kn) for k = kn,(3.12)
K(kn, {kn}) = 1−
∫
k =kn
ρ(kn, k)Q(k|kn)dk.(3.13)
That is, the transition kernel K(kn, ·) is continuous when k = kn and has a positive
probability for the event {k = kn}.
As in the regular MCMC method, it is easy to show that K(kn, k) satisfies the
detailed balance condition
π(kn)K(kn, k) = π(k)K(k, kn)(3.14)
for any k, kn ∈ E . In fact, the equality (3.14) is obviously true when k = kn. If
k = kn, then from (3.12) we have
π(kn)K(kn, k) = π(kn)ρ(kn, k)Q(k|kn) = min
(
Q(k|kn)π(kn), Q(kn|k)π(k)
)
=min
(
Q(k|kn)π(kn)
Q(kn|k)π(k) , 1
)
Q(kn|k)π(k) = ρ(k, kn)Q(kn|k)π(k) = π(k)K(k, kn).
So the detailed balance condition (3.14) is always satisfied. Using (3.14), we can
easily show that π(A) =
∫
K(k,A)dk for any A ∈ B(E), where B(E) denotes all
the measurable subsets of E . Thus, π(k) is indeed the stationary distribution of the
transition kernel K(kn, k).
In the regular MCMC method, the proposal q(k|kn) is usually chosen to satisfy
q(k|kn) > 0 for any (kn, k) ∈ E × E ,(3.15)
which guarantees that the resulting regular MCMC method is irreducible. A similar
statement is true for the preconditioned MCMC method.
Lemma 3.1. If the proposal distribution q(k|kn) satisfies (3.15) and E ⊂ E∗
holds, then the chain {kn} generated by the preconditioned MCMC method is strongly
π-irreducible.
Proof. According to the definition of strong irreducibility, we need only to show
that K(kn, A) > 0 for all kn ∈ E and any measurable set A ⊂ E with π(A) > 0. Note
that
K(kn, A) ≥
∫
A\kn
K(kn, k)dk =
∫
A\kn
ρ(kn, k)Q(kn, k)dk
=
∫
A\kn
ρ(kn, k)g(kn, k)q(k|kn)dk.
In the above inequality, the equal sign holds when kn ∈ A. Since π(A) =
∫
A
π(k)dk >
0, it follows that m(A) = m(A \ kn) > 0, where m(A) is the Lebesgue measure. Since
A ⊂ E and E ⊂ E∗, both ρ(kn, k) and g(kn, k) are positive for k ∈ A. Combining the
positivity assumption (3.15), we can easily conclude that K(kn, A) > 0.
Most practical proposal distributions, such as random walk samplers or indepen-
dent samplers, satisfy the positivity condition (3.15). Thus condition (3.15) poses
only a mild restriction in practice. As we will see later, the proposals used in our
numerical experiment naturally satisfy the condition (3.15).
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Based on the stability property of Markov chains [22, 18], the following conver-
gence result is readily available.
Theorem 3.2 (see [22]). Suppose (3.15) is true and E ⊂ E∗ holds; then the
preconditioned Markov chain {kn} is ergodic: for any function h(k),
lim
N→∞
1
N
N∑
n=1
h(kn) =
∫
h(k)π(k)dk.(3.16)
If the chain {kn} is also aperiodic, then the distribution of kn converges to π(k) in
the total variation norm
lim
n→∞ supA∈B(E)
∣∣Kn(k0, A)− π(A)∣∣ = 0(3.17)
for any initial state k0.
To get the convergence property (3.17), we need to show that the Markov chain
{kn} generated by the preconditioned MCMC method is aperiodic. Recall that a
simple sufficient condition for aperiodicity is that K(kn, {kn}) > 0 for some kn ∈ E .
In other words, the event {kn+1 = kn} happens with a positive probability in the
preconditioned MCMC method. From the definition (3.13), we have
K(kn, {kn}) = 1−
∫
k =kn
ρ(kn, k)Q(k|kn)dk = 1−
∫
k =kn
ρ(kn, k)g(kn, k)q(k|kn)dk.
Consequently, K(kn, {kn}) ≡ 0 requires g(kn, k) = 1 and ρ(kn, k) = 1 for almost all
k ∈ D, which means that all the proposals generated by q(k|kn) are correct samples
of distributions π(k) and π∗(k). This is obviously not true in practice. Thus, the
practical preconditioned MCMC method is always aperiodic and converges to the
target distribution π(k) in the sense of (3.17).
Next we discuss the necessary condition E ⊆ E∗, which is essential to guarantee
the convergence of the preconditioned MCMC method. Due to the Gaussian form of
the posterior distribution, π(k) and π∗(k) do not have a compact support and the
domain E (or E∗) is the whole space spanned by all k. However, if the precision
parameters σf and σc are relatively small, then π(k) and π
∗(k) are very close to zero
for most proposals. From the numerical point of view, the proposal k is very unlikely
to be accepted if π(k) or π∗(k) is close to zero. Consequently, the support of the
distributions should be interpreted as E = {k;π(k) > δ} and E∗ = {k;π∗(k) > δ},
where δ is a small positive number.
If k ∈ E , then π(k) > δ and ‖Fk − F‖2/σ2f is not very large. To make k ∈ E∗,
‖F ∗k−F‖2/σ2c should not be very large either. If ‖F ∗k−F‖2 is bounded by ‖Fk−F‖2 up
to a multiplicative constant, then the condition E ⊆ E∗ can be satisfied by choosing
the parameter σc properly. For most upscaled models, the coarse-scale quantity is
indeed bounded by the corresponding fine-scale quantity. For example, the upscaled
velocity v∗ in the saturation equation is obtained by averaging the fine-scale velocity
v over the coarse-grid blocks
v∗(x) =
∑
i
(
1
|Ωi|
∫
Ωi
v(y)dy
)
1Ωi(x),
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where Ωi ⊂ Ω are the coarse blocks. It is easy to show that
‖v∗‖2L2(Ω) =
∑
i
1
|Ωi|
(∫
Ωi
v(y)dy
)2
≤
∑
i
1
|Ωi|
(∫
Ωi
1(y)2dy
)(∫
Ωi
v2(y)dy
)
= ‖v‖2L2(Ω).
(3.18)
Thus, the coarse-scale velocity is bounded by the corresponding fine-scale velocity.
We would like to remark that for some nonlinear averaging operators, one can also
show that the coarse-scale quantities are bounded by the corresponding fine-scale
quantities. One of the examples is the homogenization operator for linear elliptic
equations.
In general, it is difficult to carry out such estimates for fractional flows. However,
coarse-scale fractional flows can be interpreted as some type of average of the corre-
sponding fine-scale fractional flows. Indeed, the fine-scale fractional flow curve can
be regarded as the travel times along the characteristics of the particles that start at
the inlet. The coarse-scale fractional flow, on the other hand, represents an average
of these travel times over characteristics within the coarse domain. In general, the
estimation similar to (3.18) does not hold for fractional flow curves, as our next coun-
terexample shows. For simplicity, we present the counterexample for the single-phase
flow in porous media with four layers. This example can be easily generalized. Denote
by ti, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, the breakthrough times for the layers. Consider two fine-scale (with
four layers) permeability fields with breakthrough times t1 = T1, t2 = T2, t3 = T1,
t4 = T2 and t1 = T1, t2 = T1, t3 = T2, t4 = T2, respectively. These two fine-scale
permeability fields will give the same fractional flows, since the times of the flights
are the same up to a permutation. Now we consider the upscaling of these two fine
scale permeability fields to two-layered media. Upscaling is equivalent to averaging
the breakthrough times. Consequently, the breakthrough times for the corresponding
upscaled models are t∗1 = 0.5(T1 + T2), t
∗
2 = 0.5(T1 + T2) and t
∗
1 = 0.5(T1 + T1) = T1,
t∗2 = 0.5(T2 + T2) = T2, respectively. Thus, the coarse-scale models give different
fractional flows, even though the fractional flows are identical for the fine-scale mod-
els. However, this type of counterexample can be avoided in practice, because the
near-well values of the permeability are known, and consequently, permutation of the
layers can be avoided.
4. Numerical results. In this section we discuss the implementation details of
the preconditioned MCMC method and present some representative numerical results.
Suppose the permeability field k(x), where x = (x, z), is defined on the unit square
Ω = [0, 1]2. We assume that the permeability field k(x) is a log-normal process
and its covariance function is known. The observed data include the fractional flow
curve F and the values of the permeability at sparse locations. We discretize the
domain Ω by a rectangular mesh, and the permeability field k is represented by a
matrix (thus k is a high dimensional vector). As for the boundary conditions, we have
tested various boundary conditions and observed similar results for the preconditioned
MCMC method. In the following numerical experiments we assume p = 1 and S = 1
on x = 0 and p = 0 on x = 1 and no flow conditions on the lateral boundaries z = 0
and z = 1. We call this type of boundary condition side-to-side. We have chosen this
type of boundary condition because they provide large deviations between coarse- and
fine-scale simulations for the permeability fields considered in the paper. The other
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type of boundary condition is set by specifying p = 1, S = 1 along the x = 0 edge
for 0.5 ≤ z ≤ 1 and p = 0 along the x = 1 edge for 0 ≤ z ≤ 0.5. On the rest of the
boundaries, no-flow boundary conditions are assumed. We call this type of boundary
condition corner-to-corner. We will consider both single-phase and two-phase flow
displacements.
Using the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion [17, 23], the permeability field can be ex-
panded in terms of an optimal L2 basis. By truncating the expansion we can represent
the permeability matrix by a small number of random parameters. To impose the hard
constraints (the values of the permeability at prescribed locations), we will find a lin-
ear subspace of the random parameter space (a hyperplane) which yields the desired
permeability fields satisfying the hard constraints.
We first briefly recall the basic idea of the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion. Denote
Y (x, ω) = log[k(x, ω)], where the sample variable ω is included to remind us that
k is a random field. Suppose Y (x, ω) is a second order stochastic process; that is,
Y (x, ω) ∈ L2(Ω) with probability 1. Without loss of generality, we assume that
E[Y (x, ω)] = 0. Given an arbitrary orthonormal basis {φk} in L2(Ω), we can expand
Y (x, ω) in Fourier series
Y (x, ω) =
∞∑
k=1
Yk(ω)φk(x),
where
Yk(ω) =
∫
Ω
Y (x, ω)φk(x)dx, k = 1, 2, . . . ,
are random variables with zero means. We are interested in the special L2 basis {φk}
which makes Yk uncorrelated: E(YiYj) = 0 for all i = j. Denote the covariance
function of Y as R(x,y) = E [Y (x)Y (y)]. Then such basis functions {φk} satisfy
E[YiYj ] =
∫
Ω
φi(x)dx
∫
Ω
R(x,y)φj(y)dy = 0, i = j.
Since {φk} is complete and orthonormal in L2(Ω), it follows that φk(x) are eigenfunc-
tions of R(x,y): ∫
Ω
R(x,y)φk(y)dy = λkφk(x), k = 1, 2, . . . ,(4.1)
where λk = E[Y
2
k ] > 0. Furthermore, we have
R(x,y) = E[Y (x)Y (y)] =
∞∑
k=1
λkφk(x)φk(y).(4.2)
Denote θk = Yk/
√
λk; then θk satisfy E(θk) = 0 and E(θiθj) = δij . It follows that
Y (x, ω) =
∞∑
k=1
√
λkθk(ω)φk(x),(4.3)
where φk and λk satisfy (4.1). We assume that the eigenvalues λk are ordered λ1 ≥
λ2 ≥ · · · . The expansion (4.3) is called the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion (KLE) of
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the stochastic process Y (x, ω). For finite discrete processes, the KLE reduces to the
principal component decomposition.
In (4.3), the L2 basis functions φk(x) are deterministic and resolve the spatial
dependence of the permeability field. The randomness is represented by the scalar
random variables θk. Generally, we need only to keep the leading order terms (quan-
tified by the magnitude of λk) and still capture most of the energy of the stochastic
process Y (x, ω). For a N -term KLE approximation YN =
∑N
k=1
√
λkθkφk, we define
the energy ratio of the approximation as
e(N) :=
E‖YN‖2
E‖Y ‖2 =
∑N
k=1 λk∑∞
k=1 λk
.
If λk, k = 1, 2, . . . , decay very fast, then the truncated KLE would be good approxi-
mations of the stochastic process in the L2 sense.
Suppose the permeability field k(x, ω) is a log-normal homogeneous stochastic
process. Then Y (x, ω) is a Gaussian process and θk are independent standard Gaus-
sian random variables. We assume that the covariance function of Y (x, ω) has the
form
R(x,y) = σ2 exp
(
−|x1 − y1|
2
2L21
− |x2 − y2|
2
2L22
)
.(4.4)
In the above formula, L1 and L2 are the correlation lengths in each dimension, and
σ2 = E(Y 2) is a constant. In our first example, we set L1 = 0.2, L2 = 0.2, and
σ2 = 2. We first solve the eigenvalue problem (4.1) numerically and obtain the
eigenpairs {λk, φk}. In Figure 4.1 the first 50 eigenvalues are plotted. As we can
see, the eigenvalues of the KLE decay very fast. It has been shown in [8] that the
eigenvalues decay exponentially fast for the covariance function (4.4). Therefore, only
a small number of terms need to be retained in the truncated expansion (4.3). We
can sample Y (x, ω) easily from the truncated KLE (4.3) by generating independent
Gaussian random variables θk.
It is worth noting that for a different covariance function such as R(x,y) =
σ2 exp (− |x1−y1|L1 −
|x2−y2|
L2
), the eigenvalues of the integral equation (4.1) may decay
slowly (only algebraically [8]). To achieve the same accuracy, more terms should be
retained in the truncated expansion (4.3), which will increase the dimension of the
parameter space to represent the permeability. As a result, sampling the permeability
from the distribution will be more expensive for both the direct MCMC method and
the preconditioned MCMC method. However, small parameter space does not favor
the preconditioned MCMC method, and the preconditioning technique is applicable
independent of the problem dimension. For permeabilities with higher dimensional
parameters, the acceptance rates of the direct MCMC method will be even lower.
Consequently, the preconditioned MCMC method will be more preferable since its
filtering procedure can increase the acceptance rates dramatically. Note that if the
permeability field is not a log-normal process, then θk in the expansion (4.3) are not
necessarily Gaussian random variables. However, we can still sample the permeability
field from the truncated expansion (4.3) by sampling the random variables θk.
In the numerical experiments, we first generate a reference permeability field
using all eigenvectors and compute the corresponding fractional flows. To propose
permeability fields from the prior (unconditioned) distribution, we keep 20 terms in
the KLE. Suppose the permeability field is known at eight distinct points. This
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Fig. 4.1. Eigenvalues of the KLE for the Gaussian covariance with L1 = L2 = 0.2. The
eigenvalues decay very fast.
condition is imposed by setting
20∑
k=1
√
λkθkφk(xj) = αj ,(4.5)
where αj (j = 1, . . . , 8) are prescribed constants. For simplicity, we set αj = 0 for
all j = 1, . . . , 8. In the simulations we propose 12 θi and calculate the rest of θi by
solving the linear system (4.5). In all the simulations, we test 50000 proposals and
iterate the Markov chain 50000 times. Because the direct MCMC computations are
expensive, we do not select the large model problems and consider only 40× 40 and
60× 60 fine-scale models. However, the preconditioned MCMC method is applicable
independent of the size of the permeability field.
We have considered two types of instrumental proposal distributions q(k|kn): the
independent sampler and the random walk sampler. In the case of the independent
sampler, the proposal distribution q(k|kn) is chosen to be independent of kn and equal
to the prior (unconditioned) distribution. In the random walk sampler, the proposal
distribution depends on the previous value of the permeability field and is given by
k = kn + n,(4.6)
where n is a random perturbation with prescribed distribution. If the variance of
n is chosen to be very large, then the random walk sampler becomes similar to the
independent sampler. Although the random walk sampler allows us to accept more
realizations, it often gets stuck in the neighborhood of a local maximum of the target
distribution. For both proposal distributions, we have observed consistently more
than 10 times an increase in the acceptance rate when the preconditioned MCMC
method is used.
For the first set of numerical tests, we use a 40 × 40 fine-scale permeability field
and 10× 10 coarse-scale models. The permeability field is assumed to be log-normal,
with L1 = L2 = 0.2 and σ
2 = 2 for the covariance function (4.4). In Figure 4.2,
the acceptance rates are plotted against different coarse-scale precisions, σc. Here
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Fig. 4.2. Acceptance rate versus different coarse-scale precisions for the preconditioned MCMC
method. Single-phase flow and σ2f = 0.001.
the acceptance rate refers to the ratio between the number of accepted permeability
samples and the number of fine-scale simulations that are performed. The acceptance
rate for the direct (full) MCMC method is plotted using the dashed line, and it is
equal to 0.001. The vertical dotted line marks the coarse-scale precision σc = σf . If
σc is very small, then the total number of accepted realizations is also small, even
though the acceptance rate is higher. We have found that if σc is of the same order
as σf , then the preconditioned MCMC method accepts almost the same number of
proposals as the direct MCMC method but requires only 10% of the fine-scale runs.
Note that as σc increases the acceptance rate decreases and reaches the acceptance
rate of the full MCMC method. Indeed, if σc is very large, then all the proposals
will be accepted by the coarse-scale test, and there is no gain in preconditioning. In
general, one can estimate the optimal σc based on a limited number of simulations,
prior to the full simulations as described above.
In Figure 4.3 we plot the fractional flows of the accepted permeability realizations.
On the left plot, the cross-plot between the reference fractional flow and the sampled
fractional flows (of accepted realizations) is plotted. Since the reference fractional flow
is the same for every accepted sample, the curve has jumps in the vertical direction.
On the right plot, fractional flows of accepted samples are plotted using dotted lines.
The bold solid line is the reference fractional flow curve. As we can see from these
figures, the fractional flows of accepted realizations are very close to the observed
fractional flow, because the precision is taken to be σ2f = 0.001. In Figure 4.4, we
plot the fractional flow error Ek = ‖F − Fk‖2 of the accepted samples for both the
direct and preconditioned MCMC methods. We observe that the errors of both of the
Markov chains converge to a steady state within 20 accepted iterations (corresponds
to 20000 proposals). Note that we can assess the convergence of the MCMC methods
based on the fractional flow errors. This is a reasonable indicator for the convergence
and is frequently used in practice. Given the convergence result of the MCMC method,
a longer chain can be easily generated when it is needed. We present a few accepted
permeability realizations generated by the preconditioned MCMC method in Figure
4.5. The first plot is the reference (true) permeability field and the others are the last
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Fig. 4.3. Fractional flow comparisons. Left: Cross-plot between the reference fractional flow
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Fig. 4.4. Fractional flow errors versus accepted iterations.
five accepted permeability realizations. Some of these realizations closely resemble the
true permeability field. Note that the fractional flows of these accepted realizations
are in good agreements with the reference (true) fractional flow. One can use these
samples for the uncertainty estimation.
For the next set of numerical examples, we consider an anisotropic permeability
field with L1 = 0.4, L2 = 0.05, and σ
2 = 2 defined on a 60 × 60 fine grid. As in the
previous example, we use eight conditioning points and truncate the KLE expansion
of the permeability field with 20 terms to maintain a sufficient accuracy. In Figure 4.6,
we plot the acceptance rates for 6×6 and 10×10 coarse-scale models against different
choices of σ2c . The acceptance rate for the direct (full) MCMC method is 0.0008, and
it is designated by the dashed line. The acceptance rate is increased by more than 10
times in the preconditioned MCMC method when σc is slightly larger than σf (the
vertical dotted line marks the choice σc = σf ). We also observe a higher acceptance
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Fig. 4.5. The last five accepted realizations of the log permeability field. The “+” sign marks
the locations of the hard data.
rate for the 10 × 10 coarse-scale model than for the 6 × 6 coarse-scale model. This
is because the 10 × 10 coarse-scale model provides more accurate predictions of the
fine-scale results compared to the 6× 6 coarse-scale model. As in the previous cases,
when the σc is slightly larger than σf , the preconditioned MCMC method can accept
the same number of samples as the underlying full MCMC method but performs
only 10% of the fine-scale simulations. Moreover, we have observed that both the
direct (full) MCMC method and the preconditioned MCMC method converge to the
steady state within 20 accepted iterations, which indicates that both chains have
similar convergence properties. In Figure 4.7, we plot the last five accepted samples
of the permeability field generated by the preconditioned MCMC method using the
6× 6 coarse-scale model. Some of these samples closely resemble the reference (true)
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Fig. 4.6. Acceptance rate versus different coarse-scale precisions of the MCMC method using
6× 6 and 10× 10 coarse-scale models. Anisotropic single-phase flow and σ2f = 0.001.
permeability field.
Our next set of numerical experiments are for the two-phase flow simulations. We
have observed very similar results for two-phase flow simulations, and thus restrict our
numerical results to only a few examples. We consider μw/μo = 5 and krw(S) = S
2,
kro(S) = (1 − S)2. Typically, one observes similar behavior between the upscaling
errors for single- and two-phase flows. We consider a 40 × 40 fine-scale log-normal
permeability field with L1 = L2 = 0.2 and 10 × 10 coarse-scale models. In Figure
4.8, the acceptance rate for σ2f = 0.001 is plotted. As in the case of the single-phase
flow simulations, we observe more than 10 times an increase in the acceptance rate.
The preconditioned MCMC method accepts the same amount of samples as in the
full MCMC method with less than 10% of the fine-scale runs. To study the relative
convergence of the preconditioned MCMC method, we plot the fractional flow error
for both full and preconditioned MCMC simulations in Figure 4.9. It can be seen from
this figure that both the full and preconditioned MCMC methods reach the steady
state within 20 accepted iterations. This indicates that the direct and preconditioned
MCMC methods have similar convergence properties. The typical samples for the
two-phase flow are very similar to those for the single-phase flow, and we do not
present them here.
Next we present some numerical results using the random walk sampler (4.6)
as the instrumental proposal distribution. The random walk sampler proposes new
permeability fields in a neighborhood of the previously accepted permeability field.
This improves the acceptance rate in general, though the random walk sampler can
get stuck in the neighborhood of the local maxima of the distribution. As a result,
the MCMC method will accept a large number of realizations, but it takes a long
time for the Markov chain to go from one local maxima to another local maxima.
We consider 60 × 60 fine-scale permeability fields, with L1 = 0.4, L2 = 0.05, and
σ2 = 2 for the covariance function (4.4). In the preconditioning step, 10 × 10 and
6×6 coarse-scale models are used. In Figure 4.10, we present the acceptance rates for
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Fig. 4.7. The last five accepted realizations of the log permeability field for the anisotropic case.
The “+” sign marks the locations of the hard data.
both coarse-scale models when the side-to-side boundary condition is used. In both
cases, the acceptance rates are increased several times. In particular, the acceptance
rate reaches its peak for σc close to σf and decreases as σc increases. We find that the
generated chain kn has a long correlation length and the nearby accepted permeability
realizations are similar to each other. This indicates that the permeability realizations
are sampled from a neighborhood of a local maxima, and consequently many proposals
are required for a proper sampling. Next we study the convergence of the direct (full)
and preconditioned MCMC methods using the random walk sampler (4.6). Figure
4.11 is the plot of the fractional flow errors against accepted iterations. As we can see
from this figure, both the full MCMC method and the preconditioned MCMC method
converge within 20 accepted iterations.
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Fig. 4.8. Acceptance rate versus coarse-scale precision of the MCMC method. Two-phase flow
and σ2f = 0.001.
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Fig. 4.9. Fractional flow errors vresus accepted iterations in two phase-flow.
Finally, we test the preconditioned MCMC method when different boundary con-
ditions are used. In Figure 4.12, we compare the acceptance rates using 10 × 10
and 6× 6 coarse-scale models for the side-to-side and the corner-to-corner boundary
conditions. We obtain similar increases of the acceptance rates in the preconditioned
MCMC method for the different boundary conditions. We have tested the precondi-
tioned MCMC algorithm with more complicated boundary conditions involving mul-
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Fig. 4.10. Acceptance rate versus coarse-scale precision of the MCMC method using 6× 6 and
10 × 10 coarse-scale models. Single-phase flow and σ2f = 0.001. The random walk sampler is used
as the proposal distribution.
tiple wells (source terms) that arise in petroleum applications (see [5]). In these
numerical tests, the single-phase flow upscaling is used (as in [4]) since the multiscale
finite volume methods require additional modifications to take into account the well
information. The resulting preconditioned MCMC method can increase the accep-
tance rates by several times. In general, we have found the multiscale finite volume
methods to be more accurate for coarse-scale simulations, and they can be further
used for efficient and robust fine-scale simulations.
As we mentioned earlier, the full MCMC method and the preconditioned MCMC
method accept approximately the same amount of samples for a fixed number of tested
proposals. Denote N as the total number of tested proposals; then the direct MCMC
method requires exactly N number of fine-scale simulations. Suppose M < N is the
number of fine-scale simulations conducted in the preconditioned MCMC method.
Denote tf and tc as the CPU times for a single fine-scale and coarse-scale forward
simulation. Then the computational costs for the direct MCMC method and the
preconditioned MCMC method would be Ntf and Ntc+Mtf , respectively. Therefore,
the CPU cost for the preconditioned MCMC method is only tctf +
M
N that of the direct
MCMC method. The coarse-scale computational cost tc is usually much smaller than
the fine-scale computational cost tf . Suppose the fine-scale model is upscaled 5 times
in each direction. Then solving the pressure equation at each time step is about 25
times faster on the coarse grid than on the fine grid. Moreover, the saturation equation
is also solved on the coarse grid and with larger time steps. This makes the overall
coarse-scale computations of the two-phase flow equation at least 25 times faster than
the fine-scale computations, i.e., tc ≈ 0.04tf . If the acceptance rate is increased
by more than 10 times in the preconditioned MCMC method, as in our numerical
experiments, then MN < 0.1, and the overall CPU cost of the preconditioned MCMC
method would be only 10% of the CPU costs of the direct MCMC method. Note
that using very coarse-scale models (fewer coarse blocks) reduces tc but increases the
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fine-scale run ratio MN . On the other hand, using finer coarse-scale models reduces
the ratio MN but increases tc. Consequently, a somewhat moderate coarsening (5–10
times coarsening in each direction for large-scale fine models) can provide an optimal
choice in the preconditioning of the MCMC simulations.
One can use cruder approximation methods instead of physics-based upscaling
methods in preconditioning the MCMC simulations. Next we discuss applying simple
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averaging methods in the preconditioned MCMC method. Suppose that the proposal
k(x) can be represented by the KLE log(k(x)) =
∑n
k=1 ckφk(x). Denote φ
∗
k(x) as the
spatial average of φk(x) on the coarse grid
φ∗k(x) =
∑
i
(
1
|Ωi|
∫
Ωi
φk(x) dx
)
1Ωi(x),
where Ωi are the coarse blocks. Then k
∗(x) = exp(
∑n
k=1 ckφ
∗
k(x)) is a coarse-scale
approximation of k(x). We can use k∗(x) in the coarse-scale simulations to determine
whether or not to run the fine-scale simulations. We would like to note that this type
of averaging is less expensive compared to the upscaling method used in the paper
because it involves only volume average and it is performed only once. However, in
general this type of averaging does not represent the correct average flow proper-
ties, and consequently the strong correlation between the fine-scale and coarse-scale
quantities is not guaranteed. Our numerical results show that using simple averaging
methods, such as the one presented here, can give an incorrect sampling. We have
observed that averaging the KLE eigenfunctions leads to more uniform permeability
fields. Consequently, the first stage of the preconditioned MCMC method restricts
the proposal permeability to the more uniform fields and leads to incorrect sampling
of the multimodal target distribution.
Finally, we would like to point out that the coarse-scale approximation techniques
can also be efficiently used for other instrumental distributions. In our recent work
[3], we have used coarse-scale approximations based on the multiscale finite volume
methods in Langevin MCMC algorithms. In the Langevin MCMC algorithms, the
gradient of the posterior distribution is used in the instrumental proposal distribution.
The computation of the gradient of the posterior distribution is very expensive. We
have employed the coarse-scale model in approximating the gradient and used a two-
stage MCMC method in filtering these proposals. We have shown that one can achieve
the acceptance rate comparable to the fine-scale Langevin MCMC with much less CPU
time.
5. Conclusion. In this paper, we study the preconditioning of MCMC simu-
lations using inexpensive coarse-scale runs in inverse problems related to subsurface
characterization. For each MCMC proposal, a coarse-scale simulation is performed to
decide whether or not to run the fine-scale simulations. The coarse scale simulation,
which is based on the multiscale finite volume methods, filters unlikely acceptable
proposals and avoids expensive fine-scale simulations for them. The filtering pro-
cess takes into account the coarse-scale information of the problem and modifies the
Markov chain generated by the MCMC method. We formulate the conditions which
guarantee that the modified chain will converge to the correct posterior distribution.
We also discuss the applicability of these conditions to the commonly used upscal-
ing methods. Numerical examples show that we can achieve more than 10 times an
increase in the acceptance rate if the MCMC simulations are preconditioned using
coarse-scale models. The sampled realizations of the permeability field can be used
in uncertainty quantification.
Appendix A. Coarse-scale models using multiscale finite volume meth-
ods. In this appendix, we discuss the details of the upscaled model used in the paper.
The key idea of the method is the construction of the finite element basis functions on
the coarse grids, such that these basis functions capture the small scale information
on each coarse block. The method we will use follows its finite element counterpart
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presented in [11]. The basis functions are constructed from the solution of the lead-
ing order homogeneous elliptic equation on each coarse element with carefully chosen
boundary conditions. For a coarse element K with d vertices, the local basis functions
φi, i = 1, . . . , d, satisfy the following elliptic problem:
−∇ · (k · ∇φi) = 0 inK,
φi = gi on ∂K
(A.1)
for some functions gi defined on the boundary of the coarse element K. Hou and
Wu [11] have demonstrated that a careful choice of the boundary condition would
guarantee that the basis functions capture the local information of the solution, and
hence improve the accuracy of the method. The function gi for each i varies linearly
along ∂K. Thus, φi will reduce to a standard linear/bilinear basis function for a
constant diagonal tensor. Note that as usual we require φi(ξj) = δij . Finally, a nodal
basis function associated with each vertex ξ is constructed from the combination of
the local basis functions that share this ξ. These nodal basis functions are denoted
by {ψξ}ξ∈Z0h .
Denote by V h the space for the approximate pressure solution which is spanned
by the basis functions {ψξ}ξ∈Z0h . Based on (2.2), a statement of mass conservation
is formed on each control volume Vξ, where the approximate solution is expressed
as a linear combination of the basis functions. Assembly of this mass conservation
statement on all control volumes would give rise to a linear system of equations
that can be solved accordingly. The resulting linear system has incorporated the
fine-scale information through the involvement of the nodal basis functions on the
approximate solution. To be more specific, the problem now is to seek ph ∈ V h with
ph =
∑
ξ∈Z0h pξψξ such that∫
∂Vξ
λ(S)k · ∇ph · n dl =
∫
Vξ
f dA(A.2)
for every control volume Vξ ⊂ Ω. Here n denotes the unit normal vector on the
boundary ∂Vξ of the control volume, and S is the fine-scale saturation field at this
point. We note that concerning the basis functions, a vertex-centered finite volume
difference is used to solve (A.1).
Once the pressure solution is available, it can be used to compute the total velocity
field at the coarse-scale level, denoted by v = (vx, vz) via (2.5). In general, the
following formulas are used to compute the velocities in the horizontal and vertical
directions, respectively:
vx = − 1
hz
∑
ξ∈Z0h
pξ
(∫
E
λ(S)kx
∂ψξ
∂x
dz
)
,(A.3)
vz = − 1
hx
∑
ξ∈Z0h
pξ
(∫
E
λ(S)kz
∂ψξ
∂z
dx
)
,(A.4)
where E is the edge of Vξ. Furthermore, for the control volumes Vξ adjacent to
the Dirichlet boundary (which are half control volumes), we can derive the velocity
approximation using the conservation statement derived from (2.2) on Vξ. One of the
terms involved is the integration along part of the Dirichlet boundary, while the other
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three terms are known from the adjacent internal control volumes calculations. The
analysis of the two-scale finite volume method can be found in [7].
As for the upscaling of the saturation equation, we use the coarse-scale velocity
to update the saturation field on the coarse grid, i.e.,
∂S
∂t
+ v · ∇f(S) = 0,(A.5)
where S denotes the saturation on the coarse grid. In this case the upscaling of the
saturation equation does not take into account the subgrid effects. As we mentioned
above, one can reconstruct the velocity field and solve the saturation equation on the
fine grid. The latter, though more expensive, provides an accurate approximation of
the production data.
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